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2−door coupe [N−COUNT−U11] A 2−door coupe is an automobile with a fixed roof that has two side doors and a
back door sloping downwards. 2-drzwiowy coupe

4−door sedan [N−COUNT−U11] A 4−door sedan is an enclosed automobile with four doors, back and front seats and
a trunk. It carries four or more people. 4-drzwiowy sedan

abrasive [ADJ−U5] If something is abrasive it has a rough, grainy texture, such that it scratches surfaces it touches.
ścierny

add [V−T−U8] To add numbers is to combine them. dodawać

adjustable [ADJ−U1] If an object is adjustable, it can change to be different sizes or take on different positions.
regulowany, nastawny

air compressor [N−COUNT−U4] An air compressor is a machine that takes in air at atmospheric air pressure and
converts it to a higher pressure. sprężarka powietrza

air ratchet [N−COUNT−U4] An air ratchet is a power tool powered by an air compressor and designed to loosen or
tighten nuts and bolts quickly. An air ratchet is smaller than an impact wrench and designed more for speed
than force and rotation. zapadkowy klucz pneumatyczny

Allen key [N−COUNT−U2] An Allen key or Allen wrench is an L or T−shaped wrench, the end of which fits into the
hexagonal recess of Allen bolts and screws. klucz imbusowy

aluminum [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Aluminum is lightweight, silvery−white metal used in making automobile wheel rims.
aluminium

anchor [N−COUNT−U3] An anchor is a type of fastener with a hook or other feature that offers more support for
holding two things together than a regular bolt or screw. kotwa

and [CONJ−U8] And is used when combining or adding numbers. For example, one and one equals two. dodać, plus

angle grinder [N−COUNT−U4] An angle grinder is a handheld power tool used for cutting, grinding, or polishing something.
szlifierka kątowa

ball pein hammer [N−COUNT−U2] A ball pein hammer is a hand tool with a handle and a rounded metal head
used in working metal. młotek z noskiem kulistym

battery light [N−COUNT−U14] A battery light is a display that lights up when a car’s battery is not functioning properly.
kontrolka stanu akumulatora

bead blaster [N−COUNT−U10] A bead blaster is a machine that shoots out glass beads to scrape off paint.
piaszczarka do piaskowania kulkami szklanymi

bearing press [N−COUNT−U5] A bearing press is a stand mounted machine press for bending, bonding, and
shaping metal, especially in the automotive industry. prasa mechaniczna

bench grinder [N−COUNT−U5] A bench grinder is a grinding machine, usually with two abrasive grinding wheels,
that is mounted on a work bench. szlifierka stołowa

bench seat [N−COUNT−U13] A bench seat is a long, flat seat with space for three people. kanapa (siedzenie 
w samochodzie dla 3 osób)

block [V−T−U15] To block the wheels of a car is to put objects next to them to stop them from moving.
zablokować

bolt [N−COUNT−U3] A bolt is a round, narrow piece of metal with a thread and a wide head at one end. It is usually
used with a nut. śruba

brake light [N−COUNT−U12] A brake light is a light on the back of a car to notify other drivers when the car is braking.
światła hamowania

bucket seat [N−COUNT−U13] A bucket seat is a seat for one person that has a deep, round shape. siedzenie
kubełkowe

bumper [N−COUNT−U12] A bumper is a bar along the front or back of a car to protect the car from damage during
collisions. zderzak
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caliper [N−COUNT−U9] A caliper is a tool with adjustable legs for measuring the length or width of something.
suwmiarka

cast iron [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Cast iron is an alloy of iron and carbon that is cast into shape. żeliwo

centimeter [N−COUNT−U9] A centimeter is a metric unit that measures length or distance, equal to ten millimeters.
centymetr

clamp [N−COUNT−U3] A clamp is a device that presses two things together tightly. zacisk, klamra, imadło

claw hammer [N−COUNT−U1] A claw hammer is a hand tool with a metal head on a handle that is used for striking,
pounding, or driving nails into a surface. The opposite side of the metal head is split and curved for removing nails.
młotek do gwoździ

combination wrench [N−COUNT−U2] A combination wrench is a simple metal wrench with one open end and one
ring−shaped end for turning nuts and bolts. klucz płasko-oczkowy

come to [V−PHRASE−U8] To come to a number is to equal that number. sięgać, dochodzić do (liczby)

compact [N−COUNT−U11] A compact is a small car. mały samochód

computer [N−COUNT−U10] A computer is an electronic machine that can keep and work with information.
komputer

console [N−COUNT−U13] A console is the area in the car that faces passengers and contains a radio, temperature
dials, gas meters, etc. konsola

conversion [N−UNCOUNT−U9] Conversion is the process of changing from one state or mode into another.
przemiana

convertible [N−COUNT−U11] A convertible is a car with a roof that can be folded or removed. kabriolet ze
składanym dachem

crank (V) [V−T−U15] To crank something is to turn a handle to make it move. obracać korbą

creeper [N−COUNT−U10] A creeper is a long board with wheels that a person lays on when working under a car.
leżanka warsztatowa

cubic inch [N−COUNT−U9] A cubic inch is an imperial unit that measures the volume of a cube that is one inch
long on each side. cal sześcienny

cubic meter [N−COUNT−U9] A cubic meter is a metric unit that measures the volume of a cube that is one meter
long on each side. It is equal to 1000 liters. metr sześcienny

dashboard [N−COUNT−U14] A dashboard is the part of a car that has dials and gauges and is located below the
windshield. tablica rozdzielcza

door [N−COUNT−U12] A door is the part of the car that opens to allow the driver and passengers to get in or out.
drzwi

door panel [N−COUNT−U13] A door panel is the inside part of the door that usually contains the window and lock
switches and is covered in an interior fabric. płat drzwiowy

drain [N−COUNT−U10] A drain is an opening in the floor through which water or other liquids can pass to keep the
floor dry. dren, odpływ

drill [N−COUNT−U4] A drill is a power tool used to bore holes into something. wiertarka

drill bit [N−COUNT−U4] A drill bit is the cutting tool used in a drill. The drill rotates the drill bit, producing a hole in
something. wiertło

drill press [N−COUNT−U5] A drill press is a motor driven drilling machine mounted on a stand, or fastened to the
floor or work bench, used to make holes in materials. wiertarka pionowa

drive [V−T−U6] To drive something is to cause it to move into or through something else by applying force.
napędzać, wbijać, wkręcać

electrical outlet [N−COUNT−U10] An electrical outlet is a socket that electrical devices plug into to receive electricity.
przyłącze elektryczne, gniazdo
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equal [V−T−U8] To equal a number is to be the correct answer to a mathematical problem. równać się

fan [N−COUNT−10] A fan is a machine that blows air, usually used to cool something or a person. wentylator

fastener [N−COUNT−U3] A fastener is a device that is used to hold two things together. łącznik, element mocujący

fender [N−COUNT−U12] A fender is the part of a car that covers and protects the wheels. błotnik

fiberglass [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Fiberglass is a material that is composed of resin and fine filaments of glass that is
used to make the bodies of automobiles. włókno szklane

flat [N−COUNT−U15] A flat is a tire that has lost most or all of its air. kapeć, flak

flathead screwdriver [N−COUNT−U1] A flathead screwdriver is a hand tool used to drive screws into a surface. A
flathead screwdriver has a flat, wedge−shaped tip that fits into a slotted screw. śrubokręt płaski

flip [V−T−U6] To flip something is to turn it over so that the topside is on the bottom, or the front side is in the back.
obrócić na drugą stronę

fuel gauge [N−COUNT−U14] A fuel gauge is an instrument that shows the quantity of gas or diesel fuel in the car.
wskaźnik paliwa

glass [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Glass is a hard, brittle, often transparent material used to make windows and mirrors. szkło

grade [N−COUNT−U3] A grade is a measurement of a fastener’s strength, often determined by its manufacturing
process and materials. A grade is often displayed on the head of a fastener. klasa, gatunek

grill [N−COUNT−U12] A grill is a device with crossing metal bars that is attached to the front of a car to protect it.
maskownica, kratka wentylacyjna chłodnicy

grinding machine [N−COUNT−U5] A grinding machine is a machine that uses an abrasive wheel to grind, sharpen,
or otherwise deform the object being worked on. szlifierka

grip [V−T−U6] To grip something is to hold it firmly with a hand or a tool. uchwycić, zacisnąć, zamocować

hacksaw [N−COUNT−U2] A hacksaw is a saw with a replaceable metal blade and very small teeth for cutting metal
or plastic. piłka do metalu

hand tools [N−COUNT−U1] Hand tools are manual devices operated by human hands and are commonly used in
home improvement or automobile projects. narzędzia ręczne

handle [N−COUNT−U13] A handle is the lever that a person must pull to get in and out of an automobile. klamka,
uchwyt

hand saw [N−COUNT−U2] A hand saw is a saw with a handle and a broad semi−flexible metal blade with small
teeth for cutting wood. piła ręczna

hatchback [N−COUNT−U11] A hatchback is a car with a door on the back that opens from the bottom. hatchback

headlight [N−COUNT−U12] A headlight is a light on the front of the car that helps the driver see in the dark.
reflektor, światło główne

heat gun [N−COUNT−U4] A heat gun is a handheld power tool that delivers extremely hot air to something.
opalarka

hood [N−COUNT−U12] A hood is a piece of metal that covers and protects the engine of a car. maska silnika

hubcap [N−COUNT−U15] A hubcap is a metal cover that protects the center of the car wheel. kołpak

hundred [N−COUNT−U8] Hundred is combined with another number to abbreviate numbers in the thousands. For
example, the number 2,300 could be stated twenty−three hundred. sto

impact socket [N−COUNT−U4] An impact socket is a durable socket used with an impact wrench. nasadka klucza
udarowego

impact wrench [N−COUNT−U4] An impact wrench is a power tool that is designed to utilize force and rotation to
loosen or tighten nuts, bolts, and screws. klucz udarowy

imperial [ADJ−U9] If something is imperial, it involves the system of measurement based on the inch and the pound.
angielski system miar i wag
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inch [N−COUNT−U9] An inch is an imperial unit that measures length or distance. cal 

insert [V−T−U6] To insert something is to put it into something else. wprowadzić, włożyć

instrument cluster [N−COUNT−U14] An instrument cluster has several dials and instruments together on one
panel on a dashboard. zestaw / grupa instrumentów / przyrządów 

is [V−T−U8] If the answer to a mathematical problem is a number, it equals that number. daje, równa się

jack [N−COUNT−U15] A jack is a device used to lift a car off the ground. podnośnik

jack up [V−PHRASAL−U15] To jack up a car is to use a device to lift it up. podnieść za pomocą podnośnika

kilogram [N−COUNT−U9] A kilogram is a metric unit that measures weight. kilogram

knob [N−COUNT−U13] A knob is an object that is turned in order to change or adjust something. pokrętło

lathe [N−COUNT−U5] A lathe is a machine that rotates an object to be worked on about an axis, so as to cut, sand,
or shape the object with circular symmetry. tokarka

leather [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Leather is a flexible material made from the skin of an animal, often a cow. skóra
wyprawiona

less [PREP−U8] Less is used when taking a number away from another. odjąć

lift [N−COUNT−U5] A lift is a machine for raising an automobile in order to work easily on its underside. podnośnik

lift [V−T−U6] To lift something is to move it upward by applying force. podnosić

lightweight [ADJ−U7] If something is lightweight, it is relatively low in mass for its volume, or not heavy. lekki,
lekkiej konstrukcji

liter [N−COUNT−U9] A liter is a metric unit that measures volume of gas or liquid. litr

lock [N−COUNT−U13] A lock is a device that does not allow an object to be opened. zamek

long−nose pliers [N−COUNT−U1] Long−nose pliers are hand tools with parallel, needle−like pincers, often with
serrated edges, used for gripping small objects. szczypce wydłużone

loosen [V−T−U15] To loosen something is to make it less tight. poluzować

lower [V−T−U15] To lower a car is to bring it down, usually to the ground after it has been jacked up. opuścić

lug bolt [N−COUNT−U15] A lug bolt is a metal bar that helps to attach a wheel to a car. It is used with a lug nut.
śruba mocująca koło

lug nut [N−COUNT−U15] A lug nut is a metal cap that is put on the end of a lug bolt. It is used to attach a wheel to
a car. nakrętka śruby mocującej koło

lug wrench [N−COUNT−U15] A lug wrench is a wrench designed to tighten or loosen lug nuts. klucz do śrub
mocujących koło

mat [N−COUNT−U10] A mat is a piece of thick material which covers part of a floor. mata, dywanik

measure [V−T−U14] To measure is to find out the size, shape, or amount of something. zmierzyć

metric [ADJ−U9] If something is metric, it involves the system of measurement based on the meter and the kilogram.
metryczny

metric thread [N−COUNT−U3] A metric thread is a thread that is measured in millimeters instead of inches. gwint
metryczny

micrometer [N−COUNT−U9] A micrometer is a type of caliper used to measure small distances. mikrometr

millimeter [N−COUNT−U9] A millimeter is a metric unit of length, equal to 1/10 of a centimeter. milimetr

minivan [N−COUNT−U11] A minivan is a small passenger van that carries about eight people. minivan

minus [PREP−U8] Minus is used when taking away a number from another. minus, odjąć

mirror [N−COUNT−U12] A mirror is a piece of glass that reflects images. lusterko

multiplied by [V−PHRASE−U8] If a number is multiplied by another, it is added onto itself that number of times.
pomnożone przez, razy
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nail [N−COUNT−U3] A nail is a long, smooth piece of metal with a wide head at one end and a sharp point at the
other end, usually used for holding pieces of wood together. gwóźdź

nut [N−COUNT−U3] A nut is a round piece of metal with a hole through the middle that goes around a bolt.
nakrętka

nut driver [N−COUNT−U2] A nut driver is a socket attached to a straight metal shaft and a handle, used for turning
nuts and bolts. It is shaped like a screwdriver. wkrętak do nakrętek

odometer [N−COUNT−U14] An odometer measures the number of miles or kilometers traveled. licznik mil

Phillips screwdriver [N−COUNT−U1] A Phillips screwdriver is a hand tool used to drive screws into a surface. A
Phillips screwdriver has a cross−shaped tip and is used specifically with Phillips screws. śrubokręt krzyżakowy

pickup truck [N−COUNT−11] A pickup truck is a light truck with an open body, low sides, and a tailboard. pikap 

pin [N−COUNT−U3] A pin is a long, narrow piece of metal or other material that is used to hold two things together.
kołek, przetyczka

pipe wrench [N−COUNT−U2] A pipe wrench is an adjustable wrench with an open ended jaw and angled teeth for
turning pipes and round surfaced fittings. klucz do rur

pit [N−COUNT−U10] A pit is an area below ground level, where the mechanics stand and work on the bottom of an
automobile. kanał

plastic [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Plastic is any number of synthetic materials that are easily shaped and molded when
soft, then become hard and durable. plastik

plus [PREP−U8] Plus is used when adding numbers. For example two plus two equals four. plus, dodać

pneumatic torque wrench [N−COUNT−U4] A pneumatic torque wrench is a tool powered by an air compressor
and designed to apply a pre−determined amount of torque to fasten or remove nuts or bolts. pneumatyczny
klucz dynamometryczny

pound [N−COUNT−U9] A pound is an imperial unit that measures weight. funt

printer [N−COUNT−U10] A printer is a machine that makes copies on paper of the information in the computer.
drukarka

pull [V−T−U6] To pull something is to apply force upon it toward the body. ciągnąć

push [V−T−U6] To push something is to apply force upon it to move it. pchać

quart [N−COUNT−U9] A quart is an imperial unit that measures volume of gas or liquid. kwarta

ratchet wrench [N−COUNT−U2] A ratchet wrench is a socket wrench with a ratcheting mechanism that tightens or
loosens bolts by allowing the handle to turn as the bolt turns in one direction, without turning the bolt in the other.
klucz zapadkowy (z grzechotką)

rearview mirror [N−COUNT−U13] A rearview mirror is the mirror is the center of the windshield that allows a
person to see what's behind an automobile. lusterko wsteczne

remove [V−T−U6] To remove something is to take it out of something else. usunąć

retractable [ADJ−U1] If something is retractable, it can shrink or pull back. chowany, wciągany

rotate [V−T−U5] To rotate something is to turn it about an axis. obracać

round off [V−T−U9] To round off a screw or bolt is to damage it so that it cannot be moved properly with normal tools.
uszkodzić (wygładzić, zaokrąglić)

rubber [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Rubber is an elastic, water resistant, solid material, often black, made from the chemically
treated substance of rubber trees, and used to make tires and hoses. guma

sander [N−COUNT−U4] A sander is a power tool used to smooth surfaces with sandpaper. szlifierka (oscylacyjna,
taśmowa)

sawhorse [N−COUNT−U2] A sawhorse is a flat, narrow surface on four legs, on which to set a wooden board or
other material while cutting, painting, or working with them in some way. kozioł do piłowania
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screw [N−COUNT−U3] A screw is a round, narrow piece of metal with a thread. It has a wide head at one end and
a point at the other end. wkręt

screw [V−T−U6] To screw a threaded fastener, as in a bolt or screw, is to turn it, usually clockwise, so as to tighten
it or bore it into something else. wkręcać

seat belt [N−COUNT−U13] A seat belt is a strap that goes around the people in an automobile to protect them in
case of a crash. pas bezpieczeństwa

sheet metal screw [N−COUNT−U3] A sheet metal screw is a screw with deep threads along its entire rod. It is
often used for holding together thin sheets of metal. wkręt samogwintujący

shifter [N−COUNT−U13] A shifter is a lever that controls what gear an automobile operates in. dźwignia zmiany
biegów

shop vac [N−COUNT−U4] A shop vac is a vacuum device that has the ability to clean up wet substances.
odkurzacz przemysłowy

sink [N−COUNT−U10] A sink is a container that fills with water and is used for washing. zlew

slip−joint pliers [N−COUNT−U1] Slip−joint pliers are hand tools with parallel, flat pincers used for gripping small
objects. Slip−joint pliers have an adjustable slot that increases the opening of the jaws. szczypce nastawne

socket [N−COUNT−U2] A socket is one of several interchangeable heads used with a socket wrench to turn
various sizes of nuts and bolts. nasadka 

socket extension [N−COUNT−U2] A socket extension is a metal fitting placed between a socket and a socket
wrench in order to access bolts in locations that are difficult to reach. przedłużka nasadowa

solvent tank [N−COUNT−10] A solvent tank is a container that holds solvent, which is used to clean auto parts.
zbiornik z rozpuszczalnikiem

spanner wrench [N−COUNT−U2] A spanner wrench is a wrench with one or more pins or hooks for adjusting
spanner head screws, or retainer rings. klucz maszynowy

spare [N−COUNT−U15] A spare is an extra tire that is kept in the car in case a tire on the car goes flat. koło
zapasowe

speedometer [N−COUNT−U14] A speedometer measures how fast a car travels in miles or kilometers.
prędkościomierz

spoiler [N−COUNT−U12] A spoiler is a long piece of metal or plastic on the back of a car that can improve the
movement of the car or can be decorative. spojler 

sports car [N−COUNT−U11] A sports car is a small, fast car that usually carries one or two people and often has a
removable roof. samochód sportowy

station wagon [N−COUNT−U11] A station wagon is a car with a long body, a third seat, and extra space behind the
seats for storing things. samochód kombi

steel [N−UNCOUNT−U7] Steel is a hard, strong, metal, made by modifying iron. stal

steering wheel [N−COUNT−U13] A steering wheel is a wheel that is turned in order to steer an automobile.
kierownica

storage [N−UNCOUNT−10] Storage is an area where things are placed so they can be used later. skład

strip [V−T−U6] To strip a screw head, nut, or bolt is to deform its threads, recess, or general shape so that it
becomes difficult to turn. uszkodzić, zerwać gwint

subtract [V−T−U8] To subtract a number is to take it away from another number. odejmować

SUV [N−COUNT−U11] An SUV (Sport Utility Vehicle) is a high−performance car that is built like a truck and has 
four−wheel drive. samochód sportowo-użytkowy

table saw [N−COUNT−U5] A table saw is a machine that uses a circular saw blade protruding through a flat
surface, or table, to cut wood. piła stołowa
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tachometer [N−COUNT−U14] A tachometer measures the number of rotations an engine makes. obrotomierz

taillight [N−COUNT−U12] A taillight is a light on the back of a car that helps other drivers see the car in the dark.
światła tylne

temperature gauge [N−COUNT−U14] A temperature gauge measures how hot or cold a car engine is. wskaźnik
temperatury

−th [N−COUNT−U8] −th is combined with the second number of a fraction when it is said aloud. końcówka, którą
wypowiada się odczytując mianownik ułamka, np. 1/6: one sixth 

thread [N−COUNT−U3] A thread is a ridge that winds around a screw to hold it in place. gwint 

tighten [V−T−U15] To tighten a nut is to bring its edge closer to the item it is holding down. dokręcić

times [PREP−U8] Times is used when multiplying numbers. razy 

tire [N−COUNT−U15] A tire is an air−filled rubber cover that fits around a car wheel. opona

tire pressure gauge [N−COUNT−U14] A tire pressure gauge measures how much air is in a car tire. ciśnieniomierz
do opon

tool kit [N−COUNT−U1] A tool kit is a set of tools. zestaw narzędziowy

twist [V−T−U6] To twist something is to cause it to turn by applying force. skręcić, obrócić

unscrew [V−T−U6] To unscrew a threaded fastener is to turn it, usually counter clockwise, so as to loosen it or
remove it from a hole. wykręcić, odkręcić

utility knife [N−COUNT−U1] A utility knife is a cutting device that consists of a small, sharp blade that is
retractable when not in use. nóż monterski (z chowanym ostrzem)

UTS thread [N−COUNT−U3] A UTS thread is a thread that is measured in inches instead of millimeters. gwint
zunifikowany calowy

van [N−COUNT−11] A van is vehicle, bigger than a car but smaller than a truck, used for transporting several people
or goods. furgonetka

washer [N−COUNT−U3] A washer is a flat, round piece of metal, plastic or rubber with a hole in the middle, which is
used to make a bolt fit tightly. podkładka

window switch [N−COUNT−U13] A window switch is a button that causes the window to open or close. przycisk
otwierania/zamykania okna

windshield [N−COUNT−U12] A windshield is a glass window in the front of a car that protects the occupants. szyba
przednia samochodu

wipers [N−COUNT−U12] Wipers are rubber blades that move across the windshield to remove moisture and debris.
wycieraczki

wire cutter [N−COUNT−U2] A wire cutter is a pair of pliers with a sharp edge for cutting wire. obcęgi

wood screw [N−COUNT−U3] A wood screw is a tapered screw with a flat head and threads along part of the rod.
It is used for holding together pieces of wood. wkręt do drewna 

work lamp [N−COUNT−U10] A work lamp is a moveable light that allows a person to see what they are working on.
lampa warsztatowa

wrench [N−COUNT−U1] A wrench is a hand tool that provides extra grip to loosen or tighten nuts, bolts, studs, and pipes.
klucz maszynowy (płaski)


